Variational quantum algorithms dominate contemporary gate-based quantum enhanced optimization [1], eigenvalue estimation [2] and machine learning [3] . Here we establish the quantum computational universality of variational quantum computation by developing two constructions which prepare states with high 2-norm overlap with the outputs of quantum circuits. The fleeting resource is the number of expected values which must be iteratively minimized using a classical-to-quantum feedback loop. The first approach is efficient in the number of expected values for n-qubit circuits containing O(poly ln n) non-Clifford gates-the number of expected values has no dependence on Clifford gates appearing in the simulated circuit. The second approach adapts the Kitaev-Feynman clock construction yielding ∼ 4 · n + 9 · (T + 1) expected values while introducing not more than T slack qubits, for a quantum circuit partitioned into T Hermitian blocks (gates). The variational model is hence universal and necessitates (i) state-preparation by a control sequence followed by (ii) measurements in one basis and (iii) gradient-free or gradient-based minimization of a polynomially bounded number of expected values.
Variational quantum algorithms dominate contemporary gate-based quantum enhanced optimization [1] , eigenvalue estimation [2] and machine learning [3] . Here we establish the quantum computational universality of variational quantum computation by developing two constructions which prepare states with high 2-norm overlap with the outputs of quantum circuits. The fleeting resource is the number of expected values which must be iteratively minimized using a classical-to-quantum feedback loop. The first approach is efficient in the number of expected values for n-qubit circuits containing O(poly ln n) non-Clifford gates-the number of expected values has no dependence on Clifford gates appearing in the simulated circuit. The second approach adapts the Kitaev-Feynman clock construction yielding ∼ 4 · n + 9 · (T + 1) expected values while introducing not more than T slack qubits, for a quantum circuit partitioned into T Hermitian blocks (gates). The variational model is hence universal and necessitates (i) state-preparation by a control sequence followed by (ii) measurements in one basis and (iii) gradient-free or gradient-based minimization of a polynomially bounded number of expected values.
Variational quantum algorithms reduce quantum state preparation requirements while necessitating measurements of qubits only in the computational basis [1, 2] . This reduction in coherence time is mediated through an iterative classical-to-quantum feedback and optimization process. Systematic errors which map to deterministic yet unknown control parameters-such as timevariability in the application of specific Hamiltonians or poor pulse timing-have less impact on variational algorithms, as states are prepared iteratively and varied over to minimize agnostic objective functions. These strengths make the potential of a universal model of variational quantum computation one of practical intrigue.
In the contemporary noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) enhanced technology setting [4] , variational quantum algorithms are used to prepare quantum state(s) for one of three purposes. (i) In the case of variational quantum approximate optimization (QAOA [1] ), a state is prepared by interweaving a Hamiltonian representing a penalty function (such as the NP-hard Ising embedding of 3-SAT) with a Hamiltonian representing local tunneling terms. The state is measured and the resulting bit string minimizes the penalty function iteratively by updating Hamiltonian application times. (ii) In the case of variational eigenvalue minimization (VQE [2] ), the state prepared is measured to obtain a set of expected values which is individually calculated and collectively minimized. In the case of generative quantum enhanced machine learning [5] , a state is used to represent (nonlinear) probability distributions such as p(x) = |ψ(x)| 2 /Z or p(x) = e −H(x) /Z where p(x) is the expected value of sampling bit string x, ψ is a wave function, H is a Hamiltonian and Z is a normalization factor.
In the case of (i), modification of QAOA renders it quantum universal as recently shown in [6] . Despite this implicit universality [6] and the fact that Hamiltonian * jacob.biamonte@qubit.org; www.DeepQuantum.AI minimization in (ii) has long been considered as a means towards universal quantum computation-in the setting of adiabatic quantum computation [7, 8] -explicit constructions mapping universal quantum computation to variational optimization have not previously been considered to the best of our knowledge.
In our approach to universal quantum computation, we minimize the expected energy of two classes of Hamiltonians and thereby prepare quantum states with highoverlap with the output of a given quantum circuit. Importantly, unlike in ground state quantum computation, we need not simulate these Hamiltonians explicitly (which relies on perturbative techniques and/or long Trotter sequences). We instead expand the Hamiltonians in the Pauli basis, and evaluate expected values of these operators separately. These are then paired with their appropriate coefficients and the minimization is calculated classically by convolution (a weighted sum). Hence, we translate universal quantum computation entirely to that of (i) state preparation (ii) followed by measurement in a single basis and (iii) classical control.
After introducing variational quantum computation as it applies to our setting, we consider Hamiltonians found from an isospectral transformation acting on a sum of projectors, or more generally a Hamiltonian on n-qubits with poly(n) non-vanishing terms in the Pauli basis. The number of expected values has no dependence on nonClifford gates appearing in the simulated circuit and is efficient for circuits with O(poly ln n) non-Clifford gates, making it amenable for many near term demonstrations. We then turn to the Kitaev-Feynman clock construction and show that universal variational quantum computation is possible by minimizing ∼ 4 · n + 9 · (T + 1) expected values while introducing not more than T slack qubits, for a quantum circuit partitioned into T Hermitian blocks. We conclude by discussing and contrasting the variational model with two other universal models of quantum computation: (i) the gate model and (ii) the adiabatic model of quantum computation.
I. VARIATIONAL QUANTUM COMPUTATION
We work in the standard setting of quantum computation using n qubits, where we fix the computational basis throughout and use the qubit representation of the Pauli (group-) algebra, derived from the following product identity.
[10]
with implicit sum over repeated index γ. We will interchange the notation σ 0 = 1 1, σ 1 = X, σ 2 = Y , σ 3 = Z and consider the Hamiltonian H = H † which acts on the space of linear qubit maps L(C 
where Greek letters index Pauli matrices, Roman letters index qubits and the sum is over a subset of the 4 n elements in the basis, where the tensor (⊗) is omitted. We are concerned primarily with Hamiltonians where J ab...c αβ...γ is given and known to be non-vanishing for at most some poly(n) terms. This wide class includes Hamiltonians representing electronic structure [11] .
We then consider the minimization over a family of normalized states |ψ(θ) as (3).
We will prepare |ψ(θ) by either a quantum circuit with θ ∈ (0, 2π] ×l tunable parameters (we adopt bold face for hyperparameters θ which we will often omit for ease of presentation) as
where U l is adjusted by θ l . Or we will prepare |ψ(θ) by tuning accessible time-dependent parameters (θ k (t) corresponding to Hermitian A k ) as
where T time orders the sequence and superscript k indexes the kth operator A k . We then repeatedly measure the strings of Pauli operators σ 
with tolerance ∼ ǫ for some ∼ ǫ −2 measurements (see Hoeffding's inequality). From the values in (6) the value of (3) is readily calculated. The minimization of (3) can be done using standard gradient-free or gradient-based methods which can be evaluated on a quantum computer [5] .
There is a point of interest. One might consider the Hermiticity preserving isospectral transformation for uni-
The expected value of (7) can form a penalty function and be optimized over, at the cost of implementing K, providing a valuable degree of freedom to assist in the implementation of variational universal quantum computation. a. Maximizing projection onto a circuit. We will now explicitly construct an elementary Hermitian penalty function that is non-negative, with a nondegenerate lowest (0) eigenstate corresponding to the output of a quantum circuit. We begin by defining the penalty function for our initial state.
Construct
2 ) with h ≥ 0 such that there exists a non-degenerate |ψ ∈ C ⊗n 2 with the property that h|ψ = 0. We will view the Hamiltonian h as a penalty function preparing the initial state and in general consider h to be expressed by at most some poly(n) terms in the Pauli-basis.
To understand how to act on this Hamiltonian with a sequence of gates, consider that for unitary U ∈ L(C ⊗n 2 ) the map U : h →h = U hU † is isospectral and hencẽ h ≥ 0 with a unique lowest energy state |ψ such that h|ψ = U hU † (U |ψ ) = 0. For an explicit construction, define P φ as a sum of projectors onto product states, i.e.
and consider this as the initial Hamiltonian, preparing state |1 ⊗n -where we use the convention that Z i is the operator Z acting on the ith qubit. We will act on (8) with a sequence of gates Π
We will notice that (9) is an isospectral transformation of (8) with low-energy state Π l U l |0
⊗n . First consider the bit string x ∈ {0, 1} n then
is non-negative taking values in 0, 1, . . . n with maximum corresponding to |0 ⊗n and desired minimum to |1 ⊗n . It now follows that
where the r.h.s. is true for all l which gives rise to the l-dependent series
where at each step l the unique minimum is given as
⊗n . Now let us count the number of expected values when we consider the l-dependent gate sequence.
At l = 0 from (8) there are n expected values to be minimized plus a global energy shift that will play a multiplicative role as the circuit depth increases. To consider l = 1 we first expand a universal gate set expressed in the linear extension of the Pauli basis.
Interestingly, the coefficients J ab...c αβ...γ of the gates will not serve as direct inputs to the quantum hardware; these coefficients play a direct role in the classical step where the coefficients weight the sum to be minimized. Let us then consider single qubit gates, in general form viz.
where a is a unit vector and a.σ = 3 i=1 a i σ i . So each single qubit gate increases the number of expected values by a factor of at most 4 2 . At first glance, this appears prohibitive yet there are two factors to consider. The first argument, as we will show, is that any single qubit or two qubit Clifford gate will not increase the number of expected values:
Let C be the set of all Clifford circuits on n qubits, and let P be the set of all elements of the Pauli group on n qubits. Let C ∈ C and P ∈ P then it can be shown that CP C † ∈ P or in other words C σ
γ ′ and so Clifford circuits act by conjugation on tensor products of Pauli operators to produce tensor products of Pauli operators. Hence the number of expected values scales only in the number of general one qubit gates. Hence our method bounds the number of expected values by restricting to circuit's with k ∼ O(poly ln n) general single qubit gates. Clifford gates do however modify the locality of terms appearing in the expected values-this is highly prohibitive in adiabatic quantum computation yet arises here in our setting as measurements.
The second argument supporting the utility of this method is at least as general, in theory. The initial state is restricted primarily by the initial Hamiltonian having only a polynomial number of non-vanishing coefficients in the Pauli basis. In practice-using today's hardware-it should be possible to prepare an ǫ-close two-norm approximation to any product state T k=1 cos θ k |0 + e ıφ k sin θ k |1 which is realized by modifying the projectors in (8) with product of single qubit maps
To explore the upper bound on the number of expected values in practice, let us then explicitly consider the quantum algorithm for state overlap (a.k.a., swap test see e.g. [12] ). This algorithm has an analogous structure to phase estimation, a universal quantum primitive which will form the backbone of error-corrected quantum algorithms. Here we provide a general variational algorithm.
We are given two d-qubit states |ρ and |τ which will be non-degenerate and minimal eigenvalue states of some initial Hamiltonian(s) on n + 1 qubits h(0)|+, ρ, τ = 0 (14) corresponding to the minimization of f (n/2)+1 expected values where the first qubit (superscript 1) adds one term and is measured in the X-basis. The controlled swap gate takes the form
where m = (i, j) indexes a qubit pair and the exchange operator of a pair of qubit states is S = 1 1 + σ.σ. For the case of d = 1 we arrive at the simplest (3-qubit) experimental demonstration. At the minimum (= 0), the expected value of the first qubit being in logical zero is
Maximizing projection onto the history state. We start with Feynman's clock construction [13] as it was modified by Kitaev [9] by replacing the time-dependence of Feynman's model with spatial degrees of freedom using the non-degenerate ground state of a non-negative Hamiltonian. This construction was used in defining the complexity class quantum-Merlin-Arthur (QMA), the quantum analog of NP, through the QMA-complete problem k-local Hamiltonian [9] . Consider then
To describe these four Hamiltonian terms (H = H in + H clock + H clockinit + H prop ) and |ψ hist , let T be the number of gates (partitions) in the quantum circuit with gate sequence U T · · · U 2 U 1 and let n be the number of logical qubits acted on by the circuit. Denote the circuit's classical input by |x and its output by |ψ out . The history state representing the circuit's time evolution is
where we have indexed distinct time steps by a T qubit unary clock. As above (17), in what follows, tensor product symbols partition operators acting on logical qubits (left) and clock qubits (right). H in acts on all n logical qubits and the first clock qubit. By annihilating time-zero clock states coupled with classical input x, H in ensures that valid input state (|x ⊗ |0 . . . 0 ) is in the low energy eigenspace
which contributes no more than 4 · n expected values. H clock acts on clock qubits ensuring that valid unary clock states |00 . . . 0 , |10 . . . 0 , |110 . . . 0 etc., span the low energy eigenspace
which contributes T +1 expected values and where the superscript (t, t + 1) again indicates the clock qubits acted on by the projection. H clock has a simple physical interpretation as a line of ferromagnetically coupled spins with twisted boundary conditions, so that the ground state is spanned by all states with a single domain wall.
The term H clockint applies a penalty |1 1| t=1 to the first qubit to ensure that the clock is in state |0
⊗T at virtual time (circuit step) t = 0.
H prop acts both on logical and clock qubits. It ensures that the ground state is the history state corresponding to the given circuit. H prop is a sum of T terms, H prop = T t=1 H prop,t , where each term ensures that the propagation from time t − 1 to t is correct. For 2 ≤ t ≤ T − 1, H prop,t is defined as:
where operators |t t − 1| = |110 100| (t−1,t,t+1) etc., act on clock qubits t − 1, t, and t + 1 and where the operator U t is the t th gate in the circuit. For the boundary cases (t = 1, T ), one writes H prop,t by omitting a clock qubit (t − 1 and t + 1 respectively).
To bound the expected values added by inclusion of (20), we consider Hermitian gates U = U † and establish
which considers no more than 8·T terms. For the boundary cases (t = 1, T ) consider
which raises the entire expected value count contributed by H prop,t to 8 · (T + 1). Let us then examine Hermitian gates as this provides a tangible degree of freedom to reduce implementation costs by partitioning the circuit. The universality of self-inverse gate sets has been established [14] . We further note that self-inverse gates (U ) have a spectrum Spec(U ) ⊆ {±1}, are bijective to idempotent projectors (P 2 = P = P † ), viz. U = 1 1 − 2P and if V is a self-inverse quantum gate, so is the unitary conjugateṼ = GV G † under arbitrary G. Hence and to conclude, the method introduces not more than ∼ 4 · n + 9 · (T + 1) expected values while introducing not more than T slack qubits, for a quantum circuit partitioned into T Hermitian blocks.
II. DISCUSSION
We have established that variational methods can approximate any quantum state produced by a sequence of quantum gates and hence that variational quantum computation admits a universal model. It appears evident that this method will yeild shorter control sequences compared to the control sequence of the original quantum circuit-that is the entire point. Indeed, the control sequence implementing the gate sequence being simulated serves as an upper-bound showing that a sequence exists to minimize the expected values. These expected values are the fleeting resource which must be simultaneously minimized to find a shorter control sequence which prepares the desired output state of a given quantum circuit.
Although error correction would allow the circuit model to replace methods developed here, the techniques we develop in universal variational quantum computation should augment possibilities in the NISQ setting, particularly with the advent of error suppression techniques [15, 16] . Importantly, variational quantum computation forms a universal model in its own right and is not (in principle) limited in application scope.
An interesting feature of the model of universal variational quantum computation is how many-body Hamiltonian terms are realized as part of the measurement process. This is in contrast with leading alternative models of universal quantum computation.
In the gate model, many-body interactions are simulated by sequences of two-body gates, where Hamiltonians are emulated using so called Trotter approximations, which can result in painfully long gate sequences. The adiabatic model suffers from the large unrealistic gaps found when applying perturbative gadgets to approximate many-body interactions with two-body interactions [7, 8] . The variational model of universal quantum computation does not suffer from either the Trotter overhead blowup nor does it require perturbative methods. Moreover the coefficients weighting many-body terms need not be implemented into the hardware directly; this weight is compensated for in the classical-iteration process which in turns controls the quantum state being produced.
As the presented model is inherently agnostic to how the states are prepared, this enables experimentalists to now vary the accessible control parameters to minimize an external and iteratively calculated objective function. Though the absolute limitations of this approach in the absence of error correction are not known, a realizable method of error suppression could get us closer to implementation of the traditional text-book quantum algorithms such as Shor's factorization algorithm.
